Role of charge regulation and size polydispersity in nanoparticle encapsulation by viral coat proteins.
Nanoparticles can be encapsulated by virus coat proteins if their surfaces are functionalized to acquire a sufficiently large negative charge. A minimal surface charge is required to overcome (i) repulsive interactions between the positively charged RNA-binding domains on the proteins and (ii) the loss of mixing and translational entropy of RNA and capsid coat proteins. Here, we present a model describing the encapsulation of spherical particles bearing weakly acidic surface groups and investigate how charge regulation and size polydispersity impact upon the encapsulation efficiency of gold nanoparticles by model coat proteins. We show that the surface charge density of these particles cannot be assumed fixed, but that it adjusts itself to minimize electrostatic repulsion between the charges on them and maximize the attractive interaction with the RNA binding domains on the proteins. Charge regulation in combination with the natural variation of particle radii has a large effect on the encapsulation efficiency: it makes it much more gradual despite its inherently cooperative nature. Our calculations rationalize recent experimental observations on the coassembly of gold nanoparticles by brome mosaic virus coat proteins.